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ABSTRACT

Generalization may be defined as a controlled reduction and simplifica 
tion of geographical data. Despite the knowledge of basic generalization 
operators, the automation of generalization remains a complex issue. Ac 
tually the change in resolution induces numerous spatial conflicts and the 
use of generalization operators such as smoothing or aggregation may ac 
cidentally degrade geographical data. The aim of this paper is to propose 
a set of paradigms necessary to automate generalization. Firstly a space 
partitioning computed from structuring objects allows to define some 
working areas and to give a pre-sequence of transformations in the proc 
ess of generalization. Then some local Delaunay triangulations allow to 
compute proximity relations between non-connected objects and to propa 
gate displacements due to some geometric transformations. To ensure 
consistency during different geometric changes, both paradigms are inte 
grated with a classical topo-metric structure.

INTRODUCTION

Generalization may be defined as a controlled reduction and simplifica 
tion of geographical data. Despite the knowledge on basic generalization 
operators, the automation of generalization remains complex. Among 
theorical possibilities to automate generalization, one can either pre 
define the sequence of actions (e.g. "smooth roads then aggregate build 
ings and simplify building shapes then ..") or use an expert system that 
finds the next action according to the data and thanks to a rich set of 
rules. As Mackaness pointed out, the sequence of operations is context 
dependant and can not be ideally pre-defined: "varying the sequence of a 
set of operators will generate different solutions [..] any solutions are ac 
ceptable depending on the task and the intended message" 
(Mackaness,94). It seems clear that a batch process is not a good solution 
as generalization is not a deterministic process. On the other hand, experi 
mental generalization expert systems are not successful (Herbert,91). 
One can argue that this methodology is not adapted to generalization but 
from our point of view the knowledge in generalization is not analysed 
and formalised enough to be successful. An expert system is only the 
means to this end.
This text aims at proposing the first process to automate generalization, 
based on conflict detection and resolving. It integrates multiple para 
digms such as topology, geometry, hierarchical space partioning and lo 
cal triangulation. We call "paradigm" each different knowledge category 
necessary for generalization in the sense given by (Herring,90).
As this study is closely related to IGN-France needs and research in gen 
eralization, our starting point is to generalize 2D medium-scale topo-
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graphic data i.e. general geographic data, with a resolution of approxi 
mately 1 meter.

GENERAL PROCESS TO AUTOMATE GENERALIZATION

Let us take the implementation of an expert system for granted. The out 
line of the process of generalization based on conflict detection and re 
solving may be the following:
1. global conflict detection,
2. selection of a type of action,
3. conflict identification,
4. choice of a conflict to be solved on an object or a on set of objects,
5. choice of a specific operator such as simplification (Shea,89),
6. choice of an algorithm and a parameter value,
7. setting off the chosen algorithm,
8. internal validation: checking the effect of the algorithm on the object
9. propagation of the effect of the algorithm on the neighborhood,
10.contextual validation: checking the effect of the propagation,
11.going back to the first or third step.

The first two steps may be classed as a high level decision necessary to 
guide the overall process of generalization. They required a qualitative 
view on the data and sequencement decisions (e.g. global reduction of 
line points before more accurate line simplification, or selection of hydro- 
graphic objects before displacements due to object proximity).
This process of generalization is based on the "view, choose, act and 
control" approach. Most of the choices depend on semantic, geometric 
and spatial data characteristics. Consequently, to automate generalization 
it is necessary:
• to represent semantic, geometric and spatial information,
• to add specific attributes that allow to describe the behavior of differ 

ent types of objects according to specific operators (e.g. add an 
"authorized displacement threshold: ADT" attribute to semantic ob 
jects and give a specific value according to object nature. In this way, 
a rule to control a displacement might be "respect ADT value of each 
object".)

Among the necessary studies, we have decided to give the highest prior 
ity to the following:
• finding the first method to sequence the action of generalization by 

means of a hierarchical space partitioning.
• finding a way of propagating a transformation, such as line simplica- 

tion or displacement, on non-connected objects in order to maintain 
data consistencies by means of Local Delaunav Triangulations

COMMENTS ON CONFLICTS
A conflict is an infringement produced by the existence of some princi 
ples. When geographic information is concerned, a conflict occurs when 
ever information is not perceptible. One can argue that, in a data base, 
existing information is always perceptible. If generalization is defined as
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being a process of data simplification, it includes semantic and geomet 
ric simplification, i.e. the data base has a new geometric resolution 
which means that the objects must be big enough to be visible and recog 
nizable and far enough from each other to be distinguishable. This 
change in resolution induces numerous geometric transformations such as 
shape-simplification, object displacement or, worse, change in object di 
mension (i.e. collapse), or even worse, the replacement of a set of ob 
jects by another set of representative objects (e.g. aggregation, typifica- 
tion). A conflict, according to us, is each spatial situation that does not 
meet visibility criteria. Being aware of our lack of knowledge and defini 
tions of conflicts, we nevertheless propose some preliminary ideas:
• a conflict may involve different semantic objects,
• a conflict may involve different geometric objects (point, line, area),
• a conflict is closely related to the new required resolution, and in case 

of cartographic generalization it is also related to object symboliza- 
tion,

• a conflict is seldom isolated. We can distinguish between:
— area of conflicts, qualified by a density of information such as a 

congestion criterion,
— inter-objects conflicts, that occur between identified objects and 

can be qualified by a proximity criterion (e.g. a conflict of proxim 
ity between a road and a house),

— intra-obiect conflicts, qualified by a set of size criteria (e.g. areas 
too small, too thin, lines too short, too detailed..).

• a conflict has a kind of "pass on" property: if O and O, are in con 
flict and if O^ and O are in relation, then this relation has to be 
taken into account during the O a and O^ conflict resolution otherwise 
a new conflict might appear between O a and Oc or O^ and O .

As Mackaness noticed, next research needs to focus clearly on "a very 
comprehensive understanding of the conflicts" (Mackaness, 94).

BASIC DATA MODELING: 
SEMANTIC AND TOPO-METRIC PARADIGMS

In the following we use "object formalism". Objects that share close be 
haviors are gathered into classes. The static part of an object is de 
scribed by a set of attributes.
• att'C denotes the attribute att of the classe C,
• att(o) denotes the value of the attribute att of the object o,
• Aatt denotes the potential values of att.

A geographic entity is characterised by a set of descriptives that define 
its nature and function (semantic part) and its location (geometric part). 
To structure and constrain the information, we differentiate the semantic 
and geometric parts into two main classes of information. So a geo 
graphic entity is represented by one or more geographic objects and one 
or more geometric objects.
We distinguish between complex geographical objects Geo-C and simple 
geographic object Geo-S. A complex object is composed of geographic 
objects. A simple object is linked with one or more geometric objects.
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During the process of generalization it can happen that a complex object 
acquires a specific geometry.
As generalization induces numerous geometric changes, it is essential to 
manage spatial relations between objects (Ruas,93) (Lagrange,94). One 
solution is to project the geometry of the objects on a single plane and to 
split lines as soon as an intersection occurs. This representation of geo 
metric information by means of a planar graph allows to describe connex- 
ity and inclusion relations easily. We use the concept of topologic maps 
(David,91) to represent the topo-metric information:
• a geometric object, called topo-metric, is either a Node, a Dart or a 

Face,
• a topo-metric object is linked to one or more geographic objects obj- 

geo'Topo,
• a dart is an oriented arc. It has a reverse dart inv'Dart, a right face 

right'Dart, an initial node n-ini'Dart and, if it is a positive dart, a list 
of coordinates lxy'Dart+,

• a node is linked with a set of output darts darts'Node
• a face is bounded by a set of darts darts'Face, and eventually a set of 

holes holes' Face or a surrounding face sur' Face

d2+
d4+

holes(/2)= {f4}
darts(f2)= {dJ+,d3-, d7+, d2+}
darts(f5)= {d5+}
n-ini(d3+)= n9
n-ini(d3-) = n4
right(dl+)=f2
right(d5+)=f5
abj-geo(dl+)= roadS
obj-topo(roadS) = {d4+;dJ-;.J

Semantic

Topo-metry

is composed of I
is a component

Geo-C

HIERARCHICAL SPACE PARTITIONING 

1- Definition and objectives:
The hierarchical space partitioning is a set of areas of different sizes that 
divide the working space and lie on topo-metric objects. At each level a 
space partition exists in the mathematical sense. The aim of space parti 
tioning is to find some logical working areas. It is a kind of "divide and
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conquer" approach which is useful for sequencing generalization actions 
and controlling the propagation of displacements.
The general idea is to detect objects which structure the space and are 
maintained during generalization, and to use these objects to compute 
partitions. The choice of structuring objects depends on the data base and 
the generalization purposes. The hierarchy allows to define the appropri 
ate working area. Practically, 3 levels seem to be a convenient choice.

7 Level 1

Level 2

2- Structuring object choice
To construct a hierarchical space partitioning, it is necessary to 
structuring objects. They require the following desirable properties:

find

easy ordering,
being appropriate to create cycles (necessary to partition the space),
being maintained during generalization,
having a density related to general information density.

As, at IGN-France, we are using medium-scale topographic data, we have 
tested the space partitioning paradigm on this data. A study of different 
medium-scale maps shows that the road network is the most appropriate 
structuring information as it is already classified, it is preserved during 
generalization (communication becomes more important as the scale de 
creases) and its density is related to the general information density, as 
roads are closely linked with human activity. This choice is also con 
firmed by a NCGIA study which concludes that the road network is well- 
preserved during generalization (Leitner,93), and by other research ef 
forts to automate generalization (Peng,92) (Lee,93).
From a theoretical point of view the choice of structuring objects is im 
portant to assess the feasibility and utility of the paradigm. Practically, 
other networks such as main rivers or railways might be added to im 
prove space partitioning. Moreover, if this method is helpful to define a 
sequence in conflict resolution, it does not mean that structuring objects 
are unchanged or even always preserved.
3- Space partitioning modeling

Given PI, P2.. Pn sub-classes of the generic class Partition, and E the 
total working area. E is limited with a set of darts whose hierarchy is the 
highest one (i.e. level 1). Let niv denotes the level attribute of a part.
For each given level:

Rll: E is split into a set of connected and not overlapping parts:
V i e Aniv,
• (P ,..,Pj ,...,p )ePi,
' V^ ,p b ) e Pi , p

p. = E E = geometric union
A = geometric intersection
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R12: Each part is bounded by darts that create a cycle: 
V i e Aniv, V p e Pi , 3 (dj, ... ,d n ) e Dart /
• Boundary(p) = (di, ... ,d ) darts(p)={dj}
• V d e [d 1 ,..,d n ], hierarchy(d) <= i

Inclusion relations:

R21: Each part is composed of a set of sub-parts or a set of faces. 
V i e Aniv, V p e Pi , 
If 3 d e Dart/hierarchy(d)>i & dC p°

where ^ -geometric inclusion and p° = Interior of p
&

then 3 {q-} e Pi+1 / p = I qj sub-parts(p) = {qj} & faces(p) = §
J O J

else 3 {f.} e Face / p = I f- sub-parts(p)= § & faces(p) = {fj
J O J J

R22: Each dart, which is a part boundary, is also one of its sub-part boundary if the part 
admits some sub-parts.

V d e Dart if hierarchy(d) = i then 3 p e Pi / p e parts(d)
and if (i+1) e Aniv then 3 q e Pi+1/ q e sub-parts(p) & q e parts(d)

Partitions

partition 
&faces

Topo-metry

4- Computation method
1. Class level hierarchy acquisition to compute cycles, (e.g. Level 1: 

Highway, Level 2: Main roads, Level 3: Secondary roads & Railways)
2. Propagation of semantic hierarchy on topo-metric objects (i.e. a dart 

inherits the highest level from its related geographic object)
3. Partition computation: A part is a cycle composed of darts of the same 

or higher level. For a given level, the partition computation is the 
computation of a cycle from a selected set of darts. The computation 
starts from the highest level. Each dangle-dart is detected and its hier 
archy is decreased.

4. Inclusion relation computation between topo-metric faces and parti 
tions: Each topo-metric face is linked with its smallest part .which con 
tains it: Either they partially share the same boundary (set of darts) or 
the face is surrounded by faces that are already linked with a partition 
(i.e. the inclusion relation is propagated between connected topo- 
rnetric faces).

5. Inclusion relation computation between partitions: This is the same 
process as mentioned before, starting from the lowest partition level 
and using darts and propagation between connected parts.
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5- Conclusions on hierarchical space partitioning

Even if this space partition is not optimal, it constitutes the first method 
to sequence generalization actions. Thus it should be possible to solve 
geometric intra and inter-conflicts between the partition boundaries (i.e. 
a defined and limited set of darts) and then to solve conflicts inside each 
part. Moreover, in this way different conflicts should be generalized in 
parallel fashion. The number of hierarchy levels required depends on the 
density of information and the complexity of the data to generalize.

LOCAL DELAUNAY TRIANGULATION 

1- Definition and objectives;

The topo-metric paradigm presented above allows to partition space onto 
topological faces and to represent connexity and inclusion relations, but 
it does not describe the relative location of non-connected objects that 
are included in these faces. Yet this knowledge is essential in generaliza 
tion for operations such as conflict detection and displacement propaga 
tion (Lagrange,94). The use of TIN, that also represent topo-metric infor 
mation, has already been proposed in literature (Gold,94) (Jones,92) but 
their definition and use are quite different from the ones proposed hereaf 
ter, named LDT for Local Delaunay Triangulation:
1. LDT does not hold topo-metric information,
2. LDT is a local triangulation i.e.

a. it is computed when necessary and deleted just afterwards, 
b. there are many LDT at a time,

3. LDT is used
a. to detect spatial characteristic relations,
b. to detect proximity conflicts,
c. to propagate displacements on-non connected objets.

This triangulation is mainly a means of storing different kinds of informa 
tion according to the generalization operations. Thus the choice of trian 
gulation points depends on the application.

TIN between roads and houses

land use boundary —— DE between houses
road __» DE between road and house
Delaunay edges ..... DE between roads
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For displacement purposes, the LOT may be viewed as a representation 
of interaction forces between close objects. These forces allow to com 
pute a decayed propagation from initial displacements. The LOT edges 
are classified in order to dinstinguish the propagation behaviors accord 
ing to object nature.

a

2- The use of LDT and the triangulation node selection

Let us consider the problem of isolated object displacements, within a 
topological face, induced by the transformation of a nearby line. The se 
quence of operations could be the following:
1. From the dart d that will be modified, selection of the isolated close 

objects (these objects are included in the two faces connected to d 
and its reverse dart d ),

2. Computation of the LDT between the isolated objects and d ,
3. Classification of the LDT edges according to the nature of connected 

objects,
4. Computation of the new geometry of d ,
5. Computation of displacement vectors 8disp(d ) along d ,
6. Computation of displacement vectors 8disp-i on isolated objects by 

adding up the successive 8disp(d ) values weighted according to LDT 
edge classification and euclidean Distances,

7. Isolated object displacements,
8. Application of the transformation on da'

initial geometry 

final geometry

Actually the triangulation nodes are essentially anchor points on topo- 
metric objects. Thus for the above example we chose house centers and 
their projections on the initial road as LDT nodes. It is also possible to 
select the necessary points according to geometric criteria (e.g. anchor 
points on the modified line should be far enough one from another).

3- LDT Modeling
A LDT node is defined by:
1. Its membership in a particular triangulation,
2. A link between some specific LDT edges (ini-n & fin-n <-> edges),
3. Its coordinates,
4. An "anchor link" with a topo-metric object (obj-topo <-> n-triangle),
5. A displacement value.
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is composed of I is part of
^f 11 imiguiauuin^————

LOT

Topo-metry C Face

4- Computation method
Whenever a dart is going to be displaced, the isolated objects within the 
connected faces are automatically selected by means of topological rela 
tionships. Triangulation nodes related to isolated objects are created. 
They are located at their centers. These nodes are then projected on close 
darts in order to create new, appropriate anchor nodes.
Then the local LDT is computed according to Tsai's method (i.e. convex 
hull computation and addition of other nodes, one by one) (Tsai,93).
The resulting edges are classified according to the relations between 
nodes and topo-metric objects, and relations between topo-metric objects 
and geographic objects.
5- Conclusion on LDT
The LDT have already been implemented. Current work is being done on 
the aggregation of displacement values on non-connected objects (i.e. de 
cayed propagation according to euclidean distances). The next study 
should be on the use of LDT for other purposes such as conflict detec 
tion.

USE OF NEW INFORMATION STRUCTURES
We can already imagine a generalizing sequence that integrates the previ 
ous structures even if it is still somewhat sketchy. This sequence would 
involve the following:
1. Computation of topo-metric relations,
2. Detection of characteristic shapes and characteristic spatial relations,
3. Acquisition of specific object-behavior according to its nature and to 

the geometric transformation such as displacement, simplification, ag 
gregation..,

4. Space hierarchy specification acquisition,
5. Space partitioning computation,
6. Intra-object conflict detection and resolution on the partition bounda 

ries with propagation on close objects if necessary by means of LDT,
7. Inter-objects conflict detection and resolution on the partition bounda 

ries with propagation on close objects if necessary by means of LDT,
8. Detection and resolution of intra and inter objects conflicts within par 

tition by means of operations such as simplification, aggregation, col 
lapse, displacements
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Steps 6 and 7 are repeated for each hierarchical level. Each transforma 
tion should be decided upon and verified. According to specific test re 
sults, a backtracking to a previous state should be possible. This kind of 
mechanism may be implemented in a straight forward way with the ex 
pert system shell that we use.

CONCLUSION
Theoretically, spatial relations may be described and modeled in differ 
ent ways (Kainz,90). Most of the time the choice of a paradigm depends 
on the kind of geometric data queries. Considering the complexity of gen 
eralization, it seems necessary to use different paradigms simultane 
ously. Topo-metric, space partitioning and local Delaunay triangulation 
paradigms have been developed within an object-oriented expert system 
in order to automate generalization. Links between these categories of in 
formation have also been implemented in order to ensure consistency dur 
ing various geometric transformations. Further research, especially in 
conflict definitions, validation tools and behavior understanding is neces 
sary in order to use these structures dynamically and to improve them. So 
far, the current state of this work provides us with a good basis for imple 
menting first sequencement decisions.
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